
 

 

Brian Bolster Team Sample Workout 

 

           Osprey Sr. Group Mid Season Practice Aerobic Power 6,350 yards total 

          This practice is a 9.5 on a scale of 1 to 10 in difficulty when done correctly  

 

Dryland: Jump Rope and light dumbbell weights circuit for 35 min.   

 

1. 200 swim, 100 kick warm up 

 

2.  8x75s stroke drill, for IM’ers 2 of each stroke, focus on form & explicit neural motor     

     programming, others may go any combination they like  

      

3.  6x75s, odds are free, LSC (lowest stroke count form) on 1:10, evens are IM, fly/back/breast  

     By 25’s on 1:15, LSC and form  

 

4.  2x1,000’s Broken  

     3x100’s free on 1:10, hold 1:03’s or better 

     Into a 25 Under Water fish kicks (dolphin on your side) fast on 45 sec., no breathe 

     (only my best and most fit athletes make the 25 UW no breathe, and I tell them all 

     that as long as it hurts you are safe.  It’s important to do that for safety reasons) 

     4x75’s Race on 1:15 #1 is Back, #2 is 50 back/25 Breast, #3 is 50 Breast/25 free 

     #4 is Free, (that is for the IM’ers) others can go stroke or free,  Linnea go 2 back, 2 free 

     The Goal is to be under 400 IM or 500 free goal pace stroke count (GPSC) 

     Into 4x50’s Race 200 GPSC on 1:00; IM’ers one of each stroke, others go 2 each of 2 best  

     Into 4x25’s Race on 40 sec with foot touches, 100 GPSC (IM or best stroke including free)  

     200 recover relaxed 

     3:00 break, hydrate , walk around pool deck once, exchange feedback with athletes  

     Then REPEAT  

                                                                                                     3,350 yards  

 

5.  4x75’s free, drill single arm, single arm, stroke count  

 

6.  BREAD & BUTTER set, back dolphin with Underwaters, wear mono fins on 1st round, 

     Wear Zoomers on last 2 rounds 

 

     3x(5x100’s broken) 

     75 with 12.5 off each wall all out race and UW, then back dolphin on surface fast for  

     Remainder of lap, on 1:10 

     25 UW fish kicks race on 35 sec.  

     Repeat  

     Take a 1:30 break between rounds 

     Goal is to have the 12.5 yard splits on the 2nd & 3rd lap of each 75 be at or under goal pace  

     12.5 splits UW for 100 back when tapered.   

 

 

7.  9x100’s, 75 free LSC, and then do flip turn and breastroke pull down off the last wall of each  

     100, race to mid pool with 1 stroke, then relaxed free into wall on 1:40, the free is all relaxed  

      And part of warm down while also focusing on form  

 

8.  300 warm down choice                                                

 



 

 

 

 


